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Those of you who have been with my ministry for any length of time, know how I have emphasized, over and over again, the necessity of Christians adhering to God's Conditional Promise, given to ancient Israel, through King Solomon in 2 Chronicles 7:14. Some have stated that I repeat this too often, but how can this be, when it is the key to our survival?

Although I have read this passage, hundreds of times, it was only recently that I saw a new and very important meaning to it. It is a message that will not set well with "universalists" of the Judeo-Christian world. (This term is an impossible oxymoron, since there can be no such creature. The Jew and Christian are headed in opposite directions, and according to Jewish sources, do not even worship the same God.)

The Jewish god, like that of Freemasonry is not Almighty God and His Son, Jesus Christ, but a heathen entity called Lucifer.

Jesus Himself placed a difference between His followers and those of Judaism in many places. In John 10:26, He told the Jewish leaders: "But ye (Jews) believe me not, because ye are not of my sheep,..." (emphasis mine).

In Matthew 23:15, He accused them of going over sea and land to make converts (proselytes), only to turn them into "two fold more children of hell than themselves."

In John 8:44, He refers to them as being "of your father the devil; and the lusts of your father ye will do. .." In verse 47 He said, "He that is of God heareth God's words; ye, therefore hear them not, because ye are not of God."

In many places in the New Testament Jesus referred to the Jewish leaders as "hypocrites " - (Matthew 15:6-9; 23:13-15; 23:23, 25, 27, 29; Luke 11:44). In other places He called them "vipers, poisonous snakes " (Matthew 23:33). These are the heathen antichrists (See 1 John 2:22) that many in the Judeo-Christian church world call...
God's Chosen. How can this be, when their Savior says otherwise? It is obvious that many would rather believe their church leaders, than their Savior.

Let us return to 2 Chronicles 7:14. I noticed that this promise said nothing about a great national revival that would reach the heathen, the aliens, or even the church.

It is very specific. Read it and see for yourself. It says: "If My people - who are they? Genesis 21:12 says: "In Isaac (the son of Abraham), shall thy seed be called." Isaac's sons, Sacc's Sons, Saxons, and in Amos 3:2 "Thee (Israel) only have I (God) known of all the families of the earth; therefore will I punish thee for thy iniquities."

We have a second witness in Hebrews 12:6 that says, "For whom the Lord loveth, He chasteneth, and scourgest every son whom He receiveth." Correction is a sign of sonship! These are the people "called by God's name (Christians), whom He says if they will listen and obey, He will hear and heal!"

This discipline, when we sin, is one of the strongest evidences that we belong to God as His sons/daughters. Hebrews 12:8 says, "But if ye be without chastisement, whereof all are partakers (and this evidently refers to disobedient children), then are ye bastards and not sons." Please don't get angry with me for these harsh words, as they come from the Book, and mean that if you sin and are not disciplined by God, you do not belong to Him.

What implication has this promise to us today? I believe it implies that we who know we are "born from above Israelites" called by God for special purpose (See 1 Peter 2:9) hold the key to the survival of Christendom. It is a tremendous responsibility and because we have fallen woefully short on our obligations, we are feeling the disciplining hand of God on our people.

You may choose to believe that Christ did away with the Law, but 1 John 3:4 clearly states that "sin is transgression of the Law", and the Apostle Paul, in Romans 3:31 says, "Do we then make void the law through faith? God forbid: yea, we establish the law!"

We are not going to get out of this mess we are now in through military or political actions, or by throwing vast sums of money at it.

For over eighty years now, the Foreign Policy of the U.S., has completely disregarded the warning of 2 Chronicles 19:2 - "Shouldest thou help the ungodly? (They are the antichrists according to 1 John 2:22), and love them that hate the Lord? (They call Him bastard), therefore is wrath upon thee from before the Lord."

We can't expect to disregard God and mock Him (See Galatians 6:7), as we have done by becoming involved in "entangled foreign alliances", contrary to what God's Word teaches, that have led us astray from God and expect to be blessed.
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Today we have military missions in over 500 places worldwide when we cannot defend our own borders and our non-Israelite Secretary of State, Colin Powell has stated publicly that he wants them to remain there as U.N. policemen.

Today, once Christian America has allowed the antichrists of Judaism, to once again seduce us into a war in the Middle East, on the side of antichrists, which could easily turn into World War III, and destroy us.

Already because of this war, we are losing many of the freedoms, that Americans have fought and died to obtain.

Because our country is now caught up in the "while hot heat" of patriotism, it has become almost an act of treason to point out wrongs in our government or the church.

With this as an introductory background, let's look at what is taking place in America on a National level, which is not being brought to the attention of the American people through our controlled media.

Our country was shocked by the September 11th terrorist attacks. Now as more and more evidence is surfacing, it appears that our intelligence agencies knew months in advance, that such an act was being planned.

It is interesting to note that before the second airliner crashed into the Twin Towers, the media was already trumpeting the Zionist information that this was an attack by Arab terrorists, and that Osama Bin Laden was most assuredly to blame. Immediately the British and American governments confirmed this, before any evidence had surfaced. Yet they have never seen fit to give this evidence to the American people. Leaving speculation in the hands of a prejudice media. What are they trying to hide? This operation has all the earmarks of a joint MOSSAU CIA maneuver, but the media has not breathed a word of this to the public, even though it shows all the characteristics that got us fraudulently involved in World War I and II. Both were Zionist wars, for Zionist purposes, and America got nothing of value from, only grief, bloodshed, and unpayable debt. Strangely enough this debt is owed to the very same bandits who got us involved in these wars.

When anything like this takes place, the question should be asked. "Que bueno? ” (Who profits from it?) Certainly the Arab world gained nothing, and we are the ones who have suffered the damage and must pay the bills for the destruction. Apparently the Israeli are happy, as once again they have seduced us into a war for their purposes, this time against the Arab world.

Now that some of the trickery is being exposed. Members of our government and the liberal left are suggesting we look for "domestic terrorists ", with the media already pointing their accusing fingers at the "armed militia and armed Christian patriots ", who have been the backbone in defense of this country. The idea that there are still, men and women who cannot be bought, who cannot be intimidated, and who will fight for their
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freedom, is something so foreign to their narrow liberal natures, that it "the hell out of them ". They know that before their Zionist One World Government can take control, these must be disarmed. If it means killing a few million of them, "so what? " I will be good for the whole world. Could it be that the media is laying the ground work for Christ's prophecy in John 16:2 - "They will put you out of the synagogues (identifying who the 'they' are); yea the time cometh when whosoever killeth you, will think he doeth God service."

The suggestion that the search for "domestic terrorists" began in the sacred hall of Congress, was made by you guessed it a Jewish Congressman. My suggestion is that this search should begin with a good "house cleaning in Washington DC, and many of our churches."

What has come to light concerning the 9-11 attack that has not been revealed by the media to the American people? 

Most of the information I will give you comes from the respected "CRIMINAL POLITICS MAGAZINE" published by Lawrence Patterson, P.O. Box 37812 Cincinnati, OH 45222.

Under the headline "REPORTS OF ADVANCE KNOWLEDGE VOLIMINOUS", we read: "History repeats itself, as this country has been dominated by the Secret Societies of Communism, Zionism, and Freemasonry for decades. The 9-11 attack was not the first to afflict the American people. There have been many since World War II, which was fought to create the Israeli State in Palestine, and has been a "thorn in our side, " ever since, just as God promised.

Our government has spent over $200 billion of our tax dollars supporting these ungodly (antichrists according to 1 John 2:22), who hate the Lord (calling Him a bastard). And we are shocked when God's wrath falls on us.

Now 55 years later, we have suffered over 3,000 casualties in another genocidal attack, caused by our insistence on defending those who "hate our Lord". Our government, supported by the controlled media that clamors for war tells us that this attack was made by angry Arabs, who are jealous of our world prestige. Yet they have given us no tangible proof to back up the war that is now raging in Afghanistan as a result, and is costing us a billion dollars a month to promote, while using up valuable munitions we may need later, to defend these shores against an enemy attack, ala Ezekiel 38, 39. This could well take place as the result of the "bankrupt foreign policy " this nation has chosen to implement.

There are so many public reports now available of complicity in the cover-up of this carnage, that intelligent men and women, who are willing to look for the truth, and refuse to be "brainwashed" by one sided media reporting, must question whether the American people are facing a scandal of unbelievable proportions.
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Yet in the face of the "white hot" wave of patriotism that is now sweeping America, it is extremely difficult to get the truth, when any criticism of government or church actions is construed as "treason". Look back in history and see where this has happened before. During both World War I and II, conscientious men and women in both Britain and the United States were imprisoned for merely expressing opposition to wars most Americans detested. In both of these wars, incidents had to be created to bring patriotic fervor to the "boiling point", where men and women were willing to become involved in wars they did not want. There is an old natural law, which says: "He who will not learn from the mistakes of history is bound to repeat them."

Most Americans accept what they hear on TV and read in their newspapers without question, yet it has been proven over and over again that these controlled sources are unreliable, and give you only one-sided reports.

Years ago, I remember a TV broadcast where Walter Cronkite, the head "guru" of the media at that time was asked about truth in broadcasting. In his superior manner he replied: "My job is not to tell the truth, I am an opinion molder." (Remember this the next time you see the urbane faces of Peter Jennings or Tom Brokaw on the evening news.)

This is more or less the attitude of the media, that for the most part are Jewish owned and controlled, and operate in the interests of their Zionist masters. As a result of this, the vast majority of news received by Christian and non-Christian alike, is in favor of Zionist interests, whether they are good for America or not. Their first loyalty is to Zionism!

The degree of Jewish control over America can be seen in remarks made by high-ranking Israeli officials. One reported publicly: "We (Jews) have the best Congress money can buy." While Ariel Sharon, the Israeli Prime Minister, when being cautioned by an official of his government over America's reaction to the 9-11 tragedy, according to Jewish newspapers screamed back: "Don't worry about the Americans, they are under our control and know it!" It has also been recorded that 70 of our 100 U.S. Senators, usually "vote" the straight Zionist ticket, when it comes to support of the Israelis.

When a once great Christian republic falls to the socialist level of a Zionist welfare state that openly supports God's enemies, they are not far from becoming a dictatorship of the planned Zionist One World order. Many of our government leaders in Washington, Jew and non-Jew alike, are openly working towards this end. Or as one of them said: "You will have a One World Government, whether you like it or not."

According to the Cincinnati Post, a Scripp Howard newspaper on 9/22/01, press releases from Tel Aviv stated that the Israeli Intelligence Source, the MOSSAD were aware months before 9-11 of planned massive terrorist attacks against the United States, and never gave warning. (With friends such as these, why does a nation search for enemies?) The Israeli officials who briefed journalists on the condition of anonymity said: "Everybody here knew about a heightened alert, and that a big attack was coming."
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This same official said the MOSSAD regularly shares its intelligence with the CIA so there was no reason they did not know. Yet in Washington DC the CIA denies having received this warning. "Something is rotten, folks, which smells to high heaven, and it ain't in Denmark."

It now appears as an aftermath of the 9-11 attack, our precious Bill of Rights is about on its last legs, and our self proclaimed "born again " U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft, appears to be the one who is singing it's "death knell."

A majority of Americans may deny that we are slowly losing our God given freedoms, as an antichrist bureaucracy is swallowing them up, but this has become more apparent since the 9-11 attacks. Now a frightened America is willing for the government to take our freedoms on the promise of safety. It reminds me of Benjamin Franklin's remarks when he said: "He who values security more than freedom, deserves neither." Now the government is promising America a security it can no longer guarantee and when Americans wake up to the fact that they are now "slaves of the New World Order", it will be too late to do anything about it other than submit.

We have been seduced by a gradual process that has taken this once great Christian nation from a free Christian Republic, into a Jewish Welfare State, well on our way to becoming slaves on the Zionist World Plantation of their New World Order.

We can declare our love of country by flying our flags, and singing "God Bless America", without realizing that He will not bless us as long as we are in disobedience to His will.

From my office window I can see five flags flying in front of American homes, and it thrills me, but I was saddened by the fact that probably not one of them understands or cares about the depth of America's present enslavement.

Just as FDR knowing about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, failed to warn our military, blaming our military commanders for his treachery, in order to get us involved in World War 11, so today, our government under Zionist control failed to warn our people about the danger that faced us, and prepare us for adequate defense. This frightens me!

Yet with all the knowledge available of treason in our ranks, it is very improbable that these will ever be brought to justice under our present system. Treason prospers, what's the reason? "For when treason prospers none dare call it treason!"

I could go on with page after page of evidence proving the treasonous activities of men and women in our Congress, who have taken an oath of office, to protect and defend the Constitution and this Republic against all enemies both foreign and domestic, who are now "giving aid and comfort to the enemy", in their efforts to amalgamate this republic into their Zionist One World Government. Many are not Jews! Many hold high positions in the ranks of professing Christians, which makes their treason even more
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contemptible. This will continue to grow worse, until decent americans, christians and non-christians alike, demand accountability from those we have put into office. as the old pogo cartoon character said: "we has met the enemy, and they is us!" we have no one else to blame.

while the jews and aliens have become "thorns in our sides, and pricks in our eyes", founding fathers like george washington and benjamin franklin, and more importantly the word of god foretold, if we allowed them access to our country, they are not the cause of our troubles, they are the a ect of white christian israel disobedience, and it is far past time to place the blame where it belongs. (study deuteronomy 28 and see for yourself.) god promised fabulous blessings if we obeyed, and harsh curses if we disobeyed. we choose to disobey, and now i wonder why we are in trouble?

it is hard to believe that former president clinton and now president george w. bush, jr., were fully aware of the danger from terrorist attacks and did little to prepare this nation to defend against them. this will become more obvious as facts are brought to light.

when president clinton's all out effort to force a peace agreement between yassar arafat and the israeli failed, a green light was given to the long, preplanned use of four commercial airliners as bombs to galvanize the american people into actions against the arab world on the side of the israeli. it bore many of the same fingerprints used to get us involved in the jewish wars of 1918 and 1941.

it should be noted that the secret societies who now control america, will soon be in full control of our home defenses. we are getting closer to this every day and it is a frightening thought.

as usual this deception has been carried on by the creation of a cabinet level office that is answerable neither to congress, or the american people. very few americans are aware of this fact!

instead of announcing this to the american people, president george w. bush, has kept this fact a virtual secret. he has refused suggestions that he ask for a congressional vote on the creation of this office, and has indicated that he would not sign such a bill, as the government deception continues.

this office should be directly responsible to the american people.

believe me when i state that our security is not in responsible hands. the control of america is no longer in the hands of congress, but in the hands of the secret societies.

there is now much evidence that plans are underway to destabilize this country and adopt marshall law. there are over 30 million foreign-born people in the united states with possibly 11 million being illegal. never in our history have we been so vulnerable to attack from within, for the barbarians are already within our gates.
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Reports are constantly being made that large numbers of Middle Eastern men are illegally entering the country through Mexico. The Mexican-US Border has become the major highway for illegal's to enter the U.S. and the almost completely unguarded Mexican border has become the most heavily used corridor for them to enter. While we have military stationed at over 500 overseas posts, it seems that our lawmakers cannot see the importance of guarding our own borders, yet one of the historical signs of the break up of large empires, has been their refusal or inability to protect their own borders.

Many ranchers on the borders have a valid apprehension about speaking openly of the border situation, for fear of retaliation from the narco-militants and coyote human smugglers.

According to Dr. Gordon Ginn, the Bible Commentator for "CRIMINAL POLITICS", and backed by many knowledge Christian Bible students: "Under Biblical teachings, we are the separate ourselves from those of non-Christian belief and patterns practiced by antichrist nations." This is completely at odds with the Christian (?) "universalists", who insist that God wanted us to be "one chocolate blob. " It seems logical to believe that if this had been God's plan, He would have made us the same from the beginning. Apparently deluded churches know more about what is good for mankind than God Himself. This has been one of the biggest problem areas in church from it's beginning.

Dr Ginn continues: "What's more, we have allowed ourselves to become compromised by foreign cultures, just as God promised if we allowed them entry into our country. Consider this passage from Leviticus 20:23,24 - "And ye (White Israel), shall not walk in the manner of the nations I have cast out before you: for they committed all these things and therefore I abhorred them ... I am the Lord thy God, that has separated you from other people." Verse 26 - "And ye shall be holy unto me; for I the Lord am holy, and have severed you from other people, that ye should be mine." (See also 1 Peter 2:9)

Un-Christian you say. Not so! For it is un-Christian to mix with those who hate our King and are bent on "destroying White Christian civilisation " (God's people).

We can either obey God, or be destroyed For obedience to God must come before we can have victory and be truly safe and free!

Jack Mohr